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To cover

• Individual/Clinical versus public health perspective

• Summary of findings

• Certainty of evidence

• COVID



Niagara Falls



Niagara Region

400 000 people



March 2020 – very few cases – names of each person with 
COVID was reported in the news – up to case 14







“each person needs to do a self-risk assessment”

Vaccine roll-out: public to individual



Public health and clinical decisions

Cervical cancer screening

• Individual woman’s risk of cervical cancer, 
unnecessary treatment of a ‘false positive’, 
and risk of pre-term delivery

• Population incidence of cervical cancer, 
number of tests, number of treatments for 
positive cases (whether false or negative 
cases) provided by the health care system
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Summary of findings table: 
outcomes important to public health decisions 

Outcome
Number of studies 
(Number of participants)

Effect in people drinking 
at high risk level
(per 100 000)

Effect in people drinking 
at low risk level
(per 100 000)

Certainty 
of the 
evidence

Cancers

Automobile 
accidents

Crime

…
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Risk without intervention  X  Risk Ratio = Risk with intervention

435 cancers X   0.64  =  278 cancers

baseline risks are population level & region specific
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How certain are you about those numbers?

A systematic assessment of the certainty of the evidence



A systematic approach: GRADE

• Are the studies poorly conducted? Risk of bias

• Are the results inconsistent across studies?  Inconsistency

• Do the results not really apply to my question?  Indirectness

• Are there too few people and wide confidence intervals? Imprecision

• Are we missing studies, or have selective studies?  Publication bias

• Plus large effect, dose response, opposing confounding
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Cochrane Handbook, Chapter 14: Completing ‘Summary of findings’ tables and grading the certainty of the evidence
GRADE Handbook, https://gradepro.org/resources/#handbook

https://gradepro.org/resources/#handbook


Decision makers want and need to know 
how certain the evidence is

• Research over the last 20 years

• Today just as important – maybe more so

Examples from National Collaborating Centre for Methods and Tools
Maureen Dobbins and team at McMaster University



Executive Summary for public health decision makers

• Background

• Key Points:
• 3-5 main themes linked to certainty 

(GRADE)

• Overview of evidence and 
knowledge gaps

• What has changed since previous 
version



GRADE CERQual – evidence from 
qualitative research – perceptions, views, 
attitudes

GRADE - evidence for intervention 
effects, prognosis and diagnosis



Users want to know how certain it is

Work with Cochrane plain language summaries



Numbers and summary statements helpful

Cochrane Handbook, Chapter 15



Level of certainty for public health interventions

Often low or very low
• Decision makers must use the best evidence available to make decisions

• If low or very low, then recommended actions are often not strong because we 
are not certain about the effects of the recommendation

Why is it often low or very low?



Why is evidence for public health decisions
often low or very low?

Complex interventions
• Hard to determine what part is specifically causing the effect
• Hard to tease out if an intervention that was evaluated with other 

interventions will have the same effect when applied alone
• Concern about applicability to other settings
• INDIRECTNESS

Study designs
• Often few randomised controlled trials (not feasible, not ethical)
• Non-randomised studies often at risk of bias (confounding, missing outcome 

data)
• RISK OF BIAS

Can we fix these concerns?

Often not

It still means we are not certain in 
the results and we need to 

communicate concerns to decision 
makers and other users



Points to consider

• Individual/Clinical versus public health perspective – choose outcomes 
and present evidence for those outcomes

• Summary of findings – clear information about effects and use 
appropriate population baseline risks

• Certainty of evidence – important for decision makers to understand, 
interpret and then communicate along with effects
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